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Abstract
In this paper, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based algorithm has been suggested to find optimal location and setting of
Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC) to maximize Social Benefit (SB), considering its installation cost in
competitive electricity market. PSO has simultaneously optimized generators’ active powers output, generators’ bus voltages,
TCSC reactance and its location. In addition, the influence of optimally located TCSC on the magnitude of real power spot
price, reactive power spot price, wheeling charges and bilateral transaction matrix has been investigated. The effectiveness of the
proposed approach has been tested on IEEE 6 bus system and results obtained are compared with those obtained from various
classical methods.
Keywords: Bilateral transaction, Particle Swarm Optimization, Social Benefit, Spot price
1. Introduction
In a last decade, many monopolistic electricity companies and electricity boards have been transformed into competitive
structure to obtain higher efficiency, revenue, better service to consumers, to increase stability and much more. But, rapid rise in
power demand, competition, outage and scare natural resources are some factors due to which transmission systems operate very
near to their thermal limits. But because of economic, environmental and political reasons it is not preferable to build new
transmission lines. So there is an interest in better utilization of existing capacities of power system by installing Flexible A.C.
Transmission System (FACTS) device such as Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC)(Hingorani et al, 2000). It is the
power electronics based device which can enhance Total Transfer Capability, voltage stability, loadability, security etc. and can
reduce losses, cost of generation, can remove congestion and fulfill transaction requirement rapidly, dynamically and efficiently.
Because of following reasons it is important to “optimally” locate TCSC in order to obtain its full benefits. (1) It is a costly
device; (2) It has been proved that TCSC may have negative effect on system stability unless it is optimally placed (Yu et al,
2003); (3) It may adversely affect some market participants in deregulated power system.
1.1 Literature Review:
Various classical and artificial intelligence methods have been suggested to optimally locate FACTS devices with different kinds
of objective functions.
Interior point method was used for system expansion with UPFC to maximize social welfare and to manage congestion (Lin et
al, 2000). Genetic algorithm was used for multi-type FACTS placement to enhance system loadability. However, number of
devices to be installed was assigned before optimization and installation cost was ignored (Gerbex et al, 2001). Mixed Integer
Linear Programming was used to find optimum number, locations and setting of Thyristor Control Phase Shifting Transformer
(TCPST) to optimize loadability and investment with respect to dc load flow model (Lima et al, 2003). Mixed Integer Non-linear
programming was used for optimal location of FACTS to maximize social welfare based on multiple time periods. But it ignored
the impact of FACTS on reactive power flow (Yu et al, 2004). Predictor corrector primal duel interior point linear programming
was used to enhance Available Transfer Capability (ATC) using various FACTS devices. However, it did not optimize their
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ratings and locations (Xiao et al, 2003). A hybrid evolutionary algorithm was proposed to optimally place multi-type FACTS
devices to maximize TTC and minimize losses (Jirapong et al, 2007). A sensitivity based approach was used to study the impact
of Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) on real and reactive power spot prices (Verma et al, 2006). Sequential quadratic
programming was used to study impact of TCSC on congestion and spot price. But it did not optimize TCSC setting and location
(Archarya et al, 2007). A Mixed-Integer Quadratic programming was used to find optimal location of TCSC for enhancing system
loadability, voltage profile considering its investment cost (Yang et al, 2007). A real genetic algorithm was proposed to optimally
locate two TCSC for enhancing ATC and to get best voltage profile But generators’ active output powers and bus voltages were
not optimized (Rashidinejad et al, 2008). A mixed integer nonlinear programming was used to locate UPFC to maximize system
loadability for pool and bilateral electricity markets (Kumar et al, 2009). A reactive power spot price index was proposed to place
SVC to minimize total generation cost and to maximize loading margin (Singh et al, 2007).
So, it is revealed that most of the OPF problems are non-linear and non-convex. With the inclusion of FACTS control variables,
they become even more nonlinear because they change the size of bus admittance matrix and dimension of the problem.
Conventional classical optimization methods like gradient method, lamda iteration, linear programming etc. rely on the convexity
assumption of objective function. They fail to capture discontinuities of objective function and may get trapped into local minima
or diverge at all. Choice of initial starting point also affects the quality of solution. Also, they could find only single optimized
solution in a single simulation run.
Thus, to find global optimum solution is a challenging task in optimization problem incorporating FACTS devices. To solve
such problem, an artificial intelligent method called Particle Swarm Optimization may be used as it is a fast method and it provides
global or near global solution (Kennedy et al, 1995). PSO has shown its superiority over other classical and AI methods with
respect to execution time and global solution in solving economic dispatch problem (Park et al, 2005), optimal reactive power
dispatch problem (Zhao et al, 2005)and congestion management (Dutta et al, 2008)
So in this paper, PSO based algorithm has been suggested to find the best location and setting of TCSC to maximize social
benefit and to minimize total generation cost while satisfying various constraints of IEEE 6 bus test system. The same algorithm
can be modified to maximize social benefit without considering TCSC. Comparisons are carried out with solutions obtained from
Non-linear programming method (MINOS) (Murtagh et al) used in MATPOWER (Zimmerman et al, 2007). Transmission service
pricing is also an important issue of deregulated market. Out of many suggested pricing methods, Locational Marginal Pricing
(LMP) method is popular because it considers all system constraints and losses. As PSO cannot provide Lagrange multipliers
which are required for finding LMP, an interior point method is used to calculate LMP. But choice of initial starting points greatly
affects the quality of solution of interior point method (Xie et al, 2001). So in this paper, optimized output obtained from PSO are
used as starting points and results are compared with default setting of Primal Dual Interior Point Method (Wang et al, 2007)used
in MATPOWER. Lastly, influence of optimally placed TCSC by PSO on wheeling charges and secure bilateral transaction matrix
has been studied and results are compared with those obtained by Primal Dual Interior Point Method.
This paper can be broadly divided into two parts. Firstly, PSO’s superiority over various classical methods like non-linear
programming method and interior point method in obtaining global solution without using TCSC has been searched out. Secondly,
impact of optimally placed TCSC by PSO on social benefit, total generation cost, losses, real power and reactive power spot
prices, wheeling charges and secure bilateral transaction has been investigated.
This paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 describes static modeling of TCSC. Section 3 explains overview of PSO
method. Section 4 explains the optimal power flow formulation and major steps involved in the algorithm. Section 5 explains the
PSO based algorithm in detail. Section 6 discusses simulation results and in Section 7, conclusive remarks have been given.
2. Static modeling of TCSC
As shown in Figure 1., the TCSC has been represented by a variable capacitive/inductive reactance inserted in series with the
transmission line (Sharma, 2006). So the reactance of the transmission line is adjusted by TCSC directly. Let, X mn is the reactance
of the transmission line, Xc is the reactance of TCSC and X new is the new reactance of the line after placing TCSC between bus m
and n. Mathematically, equation is written as:
X new = X mn − Xc
(1)
The modified power flow equations of the transmission line in the presence of TCSC are given as below:
Pmn = Vm 2 Gmn − VmVn (Gmn cos δ mn + Bmn sin δ mn )
(2)
B⎞
⎛
Qmn = −Vm 2 ⎜ Bmn + ⎟ − VmVn (Gmn sin δ mn − Bmn cos δ mn )
2⎠
⎝
2
Pnm = Vn Gmn − VmVn (Gmn cos δ mn − Bmn sin δ mn )
B⎞
⎛
Qnm = −Vn 2 ⎜ Bmn + ⎟ + VmVn (Gmn sin δ mn + Bmn cos δ mn )
2⎠
⎝

(3)
(4)
(5)
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where,
Gmn =

Rmn

2

Rmn
−( X mn − X c )
, Bmn =
2
+ ( X mn − X c )
Rmn 2 + ( X mn − X c ) 2

Pmn ,Qmn : Active and reactive power flow from bus m to n
Pnm ,Qnm : Active and reactive power flow from bus n to m
Gmn : New line conductance between bus m and n
Bmn : New line susceptance between bus m and n
Rmn : Line resistance between bus m and n

3. Basics of the Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a fast, simple and efficient population-based optimization method which was proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy. It has
been motivated by the behavior of organisms such as fish schooling and bird flocking. In PSO, a “Swarm” consists of number of
particles which represent the possible solutions. The coordinates of each particle is associated with two vectors, namely the
position ( xi ) and velocity (vi ) vectors. The size of both vectors is same as that of the problem space dimension. All particles in a
swarm fly in the search space to explore optimal solutions. Each particle updates its position based upon its own best position,
global best position among particles and its previous velocity vector according to the following equations:
vi k +1 = w × vi k + c1 × r1 × ( pbesti − xi k ) + c2 × r2 × ( gbest − xi k )
(6)

xi k +1 = xi k + χ × vi k +1
where,
vi k +1 : The velocity of i th particle at (k + 1)th iteration
w : Inertia weight of the particle
vi k : The velocity of i th particle at k th iteration
c1, c2 : Positive constants having values between [0, 2.5]

(7)

r1 , r2 : Randomly generated numbers between [0, 1]

pbesti : The best position of the i th particle obtained based upon its own experience
gbest : Global best position of the particle in the population
xi k +1 : The position of i th particle at (k + 1)th iteration

xi k : The position of i th particle at k th iteration
χ : Constriction factor. It may help insure convergence. Its low value facilitates fast convergence and little exploration while high
value results in slow convergence and much exploration.
If no restriction is imposed on the maximum velocity (vmax ) of the particles then there is likelihood that particles may leave the
search space. So velocity of each particle is controlled between (−vmax ) to (vmax ) .
Suitable selection of inertia weight w provides good balance between global and local explorations. It is set according the
following equation.
w − wmin
(8)
w = wmax − max
× iter
itermax
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Where, wmax is the value of inertia weight at the beginning of iterations, wmin is the value of inertia weight at the end of iterations,
iter is the current iteration number and itermax is the maximum number of iterations.
4. Proposed solution
The proposed algorithm is given in section 5. The major steps involved in the algorithm are summarized in the following.

4.1 Initial population
In this paper, a particle is made of continuous and integer control variables. The continuous variables include the generators’
active powers output (PG2, …, PGNG), generators’ bus voltages (VG1, … , VGNG )and reactance value of TCSC (XC). Generators’
active powers and generators’ bus voltages are generated randomly within their permissible minimum and maximum limits.
Reactance of TCSC is generated randomly between 0 and 1(normalized form, X(N)) and its actual value (X(D)) is found using
eqn. (9).
X ( D ) = X (min) + ( X max − X min ) × X ( N ) .
(9)
Where, X min and X max are minimum and maximum values of the variable.
The integer variable consists of possible location (Loc) of TCSC. The particles can be generated in matrix form as shown in
Figure 2.
Particle No.
1
2
…
i

PG2
PG2,1
PG2,2
…
PG2,i

…
…
…
…
…

PGNG
PGNG,1
PGNG,2
…
PGNG,i

VG1
VG1,1
VG1,2
…
VG1,i

…
…
…
…
…

VGNG
VGNG,1
VGNG,2
…
VGNG,i

XC
XC1
XC2
…
XCi

Loc
Loc1
Loc2
…
Loci

Figure 2. Representation of particle
Where, PG2,i, PGNG,i: From 2nd to NGth generators’ active output powers corresponding to ith particle excluding slack bus generator
power.
VG1,i, VGNG,i : From 1st to NGth generators’ voltage magnitudes corresponding to ith particle including slack bus generator voltage.
XCi : Reactance of TCSC corresponding to ith particle
Loci : Location (line number) of TCSC corresponding to ith particle.
If TCSC is not included in the transmission system, then variables Xc and Loc are not considered.
If there are total i number of particles and if each particle consists of j number of control variables, then the dimension of a
population becomes i * j.

4.2 Installation of TCSC.
After generating initial population of particles, for each particle TCSC is randomly installed in the transmission line with
randomly generated reactance. Then after, new value of bus admittance matrix is found out.

4.3 Power flow
Run full a.c. Newton-Raphson power flow for all particles to obtain generators’ active and reactive output powers, bus voltages,
load angles, line flows, active and reactive power losses of transmission lines.

4.4 Optimal power flow problem formulation
An OPF (fitness function) to maximize Social Benefit (to minimize total generation cost) considering installation cost of TCSC
subject to various equality and inequality constraints using PSO can be formulated as (10).
NG

ND

m =1

n =1

min{∑ CGm ( PGm ) − ∑ BDn ( PDn ) + ( ICTCSC ) + ( PF )}

(10)
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An OPF for maximizing social benefit without considering TCSC can be formulated as (11)
NG

ND

m =1

n =1

min{∑ CGm ( PGm ) − ∑ BDn ( PDn ) + ( PF )}

(11)

Subject to the power balance equations (equality constraints)
Nb
⎧
⎫
⎪ PGm - PDm - ∑ Vm Vn Ymn cos(δ m - δ n - θ mn ) = 0 ⎪
⎪
⎪
n =1
⎨
⎬
Nb
⎪Q - Q - V V Y sin(δ - δ - θ ) = 0 ⎪
m
n
mn
m
n
mn
⎪⎩ Gm Dm ∑
⎪⎭
n =1
Various operating constraints (inequality constraints)
min
max
PGm
≤ PGm ≤ PGm
, m∀N G
min
Gm

Q

≤ QGm ≤ Q

max
Gm

Sl ≤ S
min
m

V

max
l

, m∀N G

≤ Vm ≤ V

(15)
, m∀N b

(16)

X ≤ XC ≤ X
p.u.
Where,
CGm ( PGm ) : Bid function of mth generator bus (seller bus)
BDn ( PDn ) : Bid function of nth consumer bus (buyer bus)
ICTCSC : Installation cost of TCSC ($)
PF
: Penalty Function
PGm , QGm : Active and reactive power generation at bus m
PDm , QDm : Active and reactive power demand at bus m
min
C

(13)

(14)

, l ∀N L
max
m

(12)

max
C

(17)

Vm ∠δ m : Complex voltage at bus m

Ymn ∠θ mn : mn th element of bus admittance matrix
min
max
PGm
, PGm
: Active power generation limits at bus m
min
max
QGm
, QGm
: Reactive power generation limits at bus m

Slmax : Thermal limit of l th transmission line
Vmmin , Vmmax : Voltage magnitude limits at bus m

X Cmin = −0.85 × X mn : Lower limit of reactance of TCSC
X Cmax = 0.2 × X mn : Upper limit of reactance of TCSC
N L : Total number of transmission lines
N b : Total number of buses
N G : Total number of generator buses
N D : Total number of load buses
The cost function of TCSC is given in Siemens database and used in (Cai et al, 2004). Mathematically it is written as equ (18)
CTCSC = 0.0015( S ) 2 − 0.7130( S ) + 153.75
(18)
Where, CTCSC is the cost of TCSC in US$/KVAR and S is the operating range of the TCSC in MVAR.
S = Q1 − Q2

(19)

Where Q1 is the reactive power flow in the line before placing TCSC in MVAR and Q2 is the reactive power flow in the line after
placing TCSC in MVAR.
The installation cost ($) of TCSC is given by (20)
ICTCSC = CTCSC × S × 1000
(20)
Square penalty function is used to handle inequality constraints such as reactive power output of generator buses, voltage
magnitude of all buses and transmission lines thermal limits respectively, as shown in (21) and (22).
NG

Nb

NL

m =1

m =1

m =1

PF = k1 × ∑ f (QGm ) + k2 × ∑ f (Vm ) + k3 × ∑ f ( Slm )

(21)
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⎧0
if x min ≤ x ≤ x max ⎫
⎪
⎪
f ( x) = ⎨( x − x max ) 2 if x > x max
⎬
⎪ min
⎪
2
min
⎩( x − x) if x < x
⎭

(22)

where,
k1 , k2 , k3 : Penalty coefficients for reactive power output of generator buses (QGm ) , voltage magnitude (Vm ) of all buses and
transmission line loading ( Slm ) , respectively. The value of each coefficient is equal to 1000.
x min , x max : Minimum and maximum limits of variable x.

4.5 Spot Price

In the second phase of optimization, Real power spot price and Reactive power spot price (Locational Marginal Price) at each
generator bus and load bus is found. But, PSO does not provide Lagrange multipliers (required for determination of spot price)
during optimization. So an interior point method is used to calculate LMP. But choice of initial starting points greatly affects the
quality of solution and convergence of interior point method. So in this work, optimized output obtained from PSO are used as
starting points for interior point method and results are compared with those obtained by using default setting of Primal Dual
Interior Point Method used in MATPOWER.
4.6 Wheeling Charge

Wheeling is the transmission of electrical energy from a seller bus to a buyer bus through a transmission network owned by a
third party. Wheeling rates are the charges given to the transmission owner.
Wheeling rate (W p ) for the real power can be expressed as (23)
Wp = λ p B − λ p S

(23)

Where, λ p B is the spot price of real power at the buyer bus-B,

λ p S is the spot price of real power at the seller bus-S
Wheeling charge for purchase of real power ( PB ) is expressed as (24)
WC p = PB × W p

(24)

Wheeling rate (Wq ) for the reactive power can be expressed as (25)
Wq = λq B − λq S

(25)

Where, λq B is the spot price of reactive power at the buyer bus-B,

λq S is the spot price of reactive power at the seller bus-S
Wheeling charge for purchase of reactive power (QB ) is expressed as (26)
WCq = QB × Wq

(26)

4.7 Social Benefit of various market participants.

Social Benefit was originally defined by the Bergson-Samuelson social welfare function and latter on modified by the
economists to refer to the benefit of various participants (Luenberger, 1995). The benefit to the generator is the revenue minus the
generation cost, referred to as the generator surplus (Producer surplus). It can be also expressed as (27), if the spot price at the
generator bus is known. Transmission network is managed by a non-profit organization known as the Wholesaler( Merchandize).
Different spot prices exist at the generator buses and load buses due to the losses and congestion. So merchandize surplus is the
revenue obtained to wholesaler to compensate losses and congestion as given in (29). Consumer surplus is the benefit obtained to
consumer from the consumption of electrical energy as given in (28). Social Benefit is the addition of Producer surplus,
Merchandize surplus and Consumer surplus.
NG
1
min
producer surplus = ∑ ( λm − bgm ) ( PGm − PGm
(27)
)
m =1 2
Where, λm is the spot price at generator bus m
bgm is the linear coefficient in the quadratic generator bid function
PGm is the real power output of generator m
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min
PGm
is minimum real power generation limit of generator m
ND

1
( bdn − λn ) ( PDn − PDnmin )
n =1 2
Where, bdn is the linear coefficient in the quadratic demand function
consumer surplus = ∑

(28)

λn is the spot price at load bus n
PDn is the real power demand at load bus n
min
PDn
is minimum real power demand limit at load bus n
ND

NG

n =1

m =1

merchandize surplus = ∑ λn × PDn − ∑ λm × PGm

(29)

4.8 Effect of TCSC on the magnitude of bilateral transactions

A bilateral transaction is made directly between a seller and a buyer without any third party intervention. Mathematically, each
bilateral transaction between a seller at bus m and buyer at bus n satisfies the following power balance relationship:
PGm − PDn = 0
(30)
The secure bilateral transaction matrix is obtained from the proposed bilateral transaction matrix after obtaining social benefit.
(31)
min ∑ ∑ (Tmn − Tmno ) 2
m

n

Where Tmn is the secure bilateral transaction between seller and buyer buses.
Tmno is the proposed bilateral transaction between seller and buyer buses.
The value of secure bilateral transaction matrix has been obtained without and with optimally placed TCSC using PSO. Its value is
also obtained by interior point method. Results obtained using PSO method is compared with those obtained from interior point
method.
5. Algorithm to optimally locate TCSC to maximize social benefit using PSO

Step 1: Input the data of lines, generators, buses and loads. Choose population size of particles and convergence criterion. Define
type of power transaction.
Step 2: Select generators’ active power output excluding slack bus generator power, voltage magnitude of generator buses
including slack bus voltage, reactance setting of TCSC and location (line number) of TCSC as control variables. If TCSC
is not included in the OPF problem, then variables- reactance setting of TCSC and location are not considered.
Step 3: Randomly generate population of particles in such a way that their variables fall within their feasible limits.
Step 4: Modify the bus admittance matrix.
Step 5: Run full a.c. Newton-Raphson load flow to get line flows, active power generations, reactive power generations, line losses
and voltage magnitude of all buses.
Step 6: Calculate the penalty function of each particle using eqn. (21).
Step 7: Calculate the fitness function of each particle using eqn. (10) (if TCSC is included in optimization)
Or eqn. (11)(if TCSC is not included in optimization).
Step 8: Find out the “global best” ( gbest ) particle having minimum value of fitness function in the whole population and “personal
best” ( pbesti ) of all particles.
Step 9: Generate new population using eqns. (6) and (7).
Step 10: Go to step 4 until maximum number of iterations are completed.
Step 11: After the optimization, the fitness value of gbest particle gives minimized value of total generation cost (if the loads are
inelastic) including installation cost of TCSC or gives maximized value of Social Benefit (if the loads are elastic).
Coordinates of gbest particle give the optimized values of generators’ active power output, generators’ bus voltages,
optimal reactance setting of TCSC and location of TCSC respectively.
Step 12: Real power and reactive power spot price at each generator and load bus is found using interior point method with and
without using TCSC. Optimized outputs obtained by PSO in step 11 are used as the starting point in interior point method.
Step 13: Wheeling charges for real power and reactive power can be calculated using eqn (24) and (26).
Step 14: Surplus of various market participants could be obtained using eqn (27), (28) and (29).
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6. Simulation results and discussions

The simulation studies were carried out on intel CORE 2 Duo, 2GB of RAM, 2.20 GHZ system in MATLAB 7.6 platform.
The IEEE 6 bus system has been used to test the proposed algorithm. The bus, line and generator data was taken from
(Zimmerman et al, 2007). It consists of 3 generators and 11 transmission lines.
As shown in Table 1, generation cost minimization OPF is solved using PSO (Case 1A) and non-linear programming (MINOS
solver, Case 1C) without using TCSC. The obtained total generation cost is 3,128.8 $/h by PSO, whereas it is 3,143.97 $/h by
MINOS. It is due to that fact that PSO can simultaneously optimize generators’ active powers output and generator bus voltages.
So it can find a global solution. But MINOS trapped into local minima. Active power loss and reactive power loss obtained from
PSO are lesser than those obtained from MINOS. Reactive power output of generators no. 2 and 3 are reduced by PSO, so they can
be even more efficiently utilized. In case 1B, optimal reactance setting and location of TCSC are found by PSO to minimize the
composite objective function which consists of total generation cost and installation cost of TCSC. Total generation cost is 3,125.3
$/h, which is lesser than those obtained in cases 1A and 1C. Optimal installation cost of TCSC obtained was 0.3977*106($).
Optimal reactance of TCSC was negative, means it operated in capacitive mode. Optimal location of TCSC was the line that was
connected between bus 1 and bus 4. Also, Optimally placed TCSC significantly reduced active power losses and reactive power
losses.
Table 1. Comparison of results of Cost minimization by PSO and MINOS

PSO

Total generation cost ($/h)
Real power o/p of gen.G1(P1MW)
P2
P3
Total generation (MW)
Generator bus voltage, V1(p.u.)
V2
V3
TCSC setting (p.u)
Location
Installation cost of TCSC ($)
Active power loss (MW)
Reactive power loss (MVAR)
Reactive power of G1, (Q1MVAR)
Q2
Q3

Without TCSC
Case 1A
3,128.8
52.96
86.28
77.58
216.83
1.0546
1.0351
1.0508
---------6.826
21.15
58.06
43.05
77.11

With TCSC
Case 1B
3,125.3
49.98
89.02
77.62
216.61
1.042
1.048
1.048
-0.0980
Bus 1-4
0.3977*106
6.611
18.53
43.36
68.84
63.02

Non-Linear Programming (MINOS)
in MATPOWER
Without TCSC
Case 1C
3,143.97
77.22
69.27
70.42
216.91
1.050
1.050
1.070
------6.908
21.21
25.72
64.65
86.64

As shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), Real power spot price and Reactive power spot price (Locational Marginal Price) at each
generator bus and load bus were found. The generators are connected at bus 1, 2 and 3. The loads are connected at bus 4, 5 and 6.
The spot prices of real power are very high as compared to that of reactive power. Most of the spot prices obtained at load buses in
Case 3A were lower than that of Case 3C. So it is cleared that consumers’ surplus increase when PSO’s optimized outputs are used
as starting point for interior point method. Similarly, most of the spot prices obtained at generator buses in Case 3A were higher
than that of Case 3C. So producers’ surpluses increase when PSO’s optimized results are used as starting point for IP method.
Optimally placed TCSC (Case 3B) reduce real power spot price and reactive power spot price of all load buses and of some
generator buses. It is because TCSC redistributes power flow in the transmission lines in such a way to decrease the losses and
thus it tries to equalize spot prices at various load buses. Thus, TCSC increases consumers’ surpluses and producers’ surpluses.
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16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Reactive power spot
price ($/ MVARH)

Real power spot price
($/ MWH)

Case 3A- Optimized solutions of PSO used as starting points in PDIPM (Without TCSC)
Case 3B- Optimized solutions of PSO used as starting points in PDIPM. (With TCSC)
Case 3C- Default setting of Primal/dual Interior point method (PDIPM) in MATPOWER (Without TCSC)

Case 3A
Case 3B
Case 3C
1

2

3

4

5

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

6

Case 3A
Case 3B
Case 3C
1

Bus

2

3

4

5

6

Bus

Figure 3(a). Comparison of real power spot price obtained
from PSO based starting points and default
starting points in interior point method.

Figure 3(b). Comparison of reactive power spot price obtained
from PSO based starting points and default starting
points in interior point method.

Figure 4 shows the wheeling charges for real power of various bilateral transactions. Comparing the results of Case 4A with
Case 4C reveals that most of the wheeling charges obtained by PSO have lesser value than those obtained by IP method. For
transaction between buses 3-6 wheeling charge of Case 4A is greater than that of Case 4C, because load at bus 6 is responsible for
large power flow in some transmission lines which increases its spot price. When TCSC is optimally placed (Case 4B) by PSO, it
significantly reduces wheeling charges for real power. For transaction between bus 2-4 , highest reduction in wheeling charge is
obtained because the value of load at bus 4 is such that it requires less power flow in some transmission lines and TCSC reduces
losses to a great extend and thus wheeling charge is significantly reduced.
Case 4A-Wheeling charges obtained by PSO (Without TCSC)
Case 4B- Wheeling charges obtained by PSO (With TCSC)
Case 4C-Wheeling charges obtained by Interior point method (Without TCSC)

Wheeling charges
($/ MWH)

200
150
Case 4A

100

Case 4B

50

Case 4C
0
(1-4)

(1-5)

(2-4)

(2-5)

(2-6)

(3-5)

(3-6)

Seller bus-Buyer bus

Figure 4. Wheeling charges ($/MWH) of real power of selected bilateral transactions

Figure 5 shows the wheeling charges for reactive power of various bilateral transactions. It can be seen that even though the spot
price of reactive power are very less as compared to that of real power spot price, the wheeling charge of reactive power is quite
significant and should be considered while formatting the bilateral contracts. Wheeling charge of reactive power for transaction
between buses 2-6 becomes negative after placing TCSC (Case 5B). So buyer bus 6 will get discount for purchasing reactive
power from seller bus 2. So TCSC encourages buyer bus 6 to reschedule its load in such a way that it may even get more discounts
from the transaction.
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Case 5A:Wheeling charges obtained by PSO (Without TCSC)
Case 5B:Wheeling charges obtained by PSO (With TCSC)
Case 5C:Wheeling charges obtained by Interior point method (Without TCSC)
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Figure 5. Wheeling charges ($/MVARH) of reactive power of selected bilateral transactions

Surplus ($/ h)

As shown in Figure 6, Consumers’ surplus, Merchandize surplus and Producers’ surplus can be obtained using eqn (28), (29) and
(27) respectively. Optimally placed TCSC (Case 6B) can significantly increase Consumers’ surplus and Producers’ surplus, which
are the main aims of deregulation. Merchandize surplus includes cost of losses and cost of congestion. As TCSC reduces losses of
the transmission system and thus removes congestion, it drastically decreases Merchandize surplus.
Case 6A: Surplus obtained by PSO (Without TCSC)
Case 6B: Surplus obtained by PSO (With TCSC)
Case 6C: Surplus obtained by Interior point method (Without TCSC)

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Case 6A
Case 6B
Case 6C

Consumer

Merchandize

Producer

Various participants

Figure 6. Comparison of surplus obtained by PSO and Interior point method

Figure 7 shows the proposed bilateral transaction matrix. The elements of the figure represent the bilateral contract between the
ith seller bus (generator bus) and jth buyer bus (load bus). The elements in the table have positive real values. Some contracts
between the generator bus and load bus have zero values. The secure bilateral transaction matrix is obtained from proposed
bilateral transaction matrix after maximizing social benefit function.
Figure 8 shows the secure bilateral transaction matrix obtained by PSO and interior point method, without using TCSC. By
comparing them, it was seen that PSO could fulfill more contractual demand than interior point method in most of the transactions.
It was because PSO could simultaneously optimized generators’ active power output and generators’ bus voltages, whereas interior
point method could not find the same.
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Figure 7. Proposed bilateral transaction matrix
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Interior point method

Figure 8. Comparison of secure bilateral transaction matrix obtained by
PSO and Interior point method (without TCSC)

Figure 9 shows the impact of optimally placed TCSC by PSO on the magnitude of secure bilateral transaction matrix. Comparing
the figures 7 and 9, it can be seen that the pattern of secure bilateral transactions is different and it is more uniform in the presence
of TCSC. It is because of power flow control capability of TCSC.
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Figure 9. PSO based secure bilateral transaction matrix with TCSC

6.1 Effects of PSO parameters on convergence

PSO parameters such as cognitive parameter (C1), social parameter (C2), Constriction factor ( χ ) , maximum inertia weight
(Wmax), minimum inertia weight (Wmin), upper limit of velocity (Vmax), and lower limit of velocity (-Vmax) were selected through
experiments and their effects on the value of optimal generation cost have been studied. The results are shown in Table 3. The
population of 35 particles was taken for all cases 3TA-3TE and 25 independent trials were carried out for each case. It was seen
that case 3TC (C1=1.2, C2=1, χ =0.3, Wmax=0.7, Wmin=0.3, Vmax= 0.25, and -Vmax =-0.25) gave the minimum generation cost of
3,125.3 $/h. To check the convergence characteristics of PSO with the selected parameters of case 3TC, number of simulations
was carried out. Convergence criterion taken was 25 iterations. The variation in generation cost with the iteration number is shown
in Figure 10 for PSO method and in Figure 11 for NLP (MINOS) method. Comparing both the figures, it is observed that PSO
provides global solution in less than 15 iterations. Whereas, NLP was trapped into local minima.
Table 3. Effect of PSO parameters on convergence

Case
3TA
3TB
3TC
3TD
3TE

C1, C2
1, 1.3
1.1, 2
1.2,1
2, 1.6
2, 2

Constriction factor ( χ )
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

Wmax, Wmin

Vmax, -Vmax

Best generation cost ($/h)

1, 0.5
0.8, 0.4
0.7, 0.3
0.75, 0.35
0.9, 0.4

0.35, -0.35
0.30, -0.30
0.25, -0.25
0.20, -0.20
0.10, -0.10

3,125.5
3,127.7
3,125.3
3,128.2
3,126.1
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Figure 10. Convergence characteristic of PSO

Figure 11. Convergence characteristic of NLP

7. Conclusion

This paper has proposed PSO based algorithm to maximize social benefit with/without using TCSC. The major outcome of the
paper can be summarized as follows (1) Solutions obtained from PSO method are superior to non-linear programming method in
solving cost minimization OPF problem. (2) Optimally placed TCSC by PSO could significantly reduce total generation cost, real
and reactive power losses, total wheeling charges, real and reactive power spot prices and could increase social benefit of market
participants and secure bilateral transaction. (3) When optimized output parameters obtained from PSO are used as initial staring
points in interior point method to obtain spot prices, then it gives better results than those obtained from their default settings used
in MATPOWER. (4)PSO outperforms interior point method in obtaining secure bilateral transaction matrix. So the proposed PSO
based algorithm can be applied at planning stage while installing TCSC and it is also suitable for on line application at the energy
management centre due to its robust convergence characteristic.
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